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KNOWLEDGE - 35 MARKS
Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)

10 MARKS

. Choose the correct word and fill in the blanks. (1 x 5 marks)
. Write one word for (synonyms)

(1 x 5 marks) OR

. Match the following.

(1 x 5 marks)

Very Short Answer Questions (VSA)

9 MARKS

. Who am I?

(1 x 3 marks) OR

. Answer in one word.

(1 x 3 marks)

. Rearrange the letters to make meaningful words. (1 x 3 marks)
. Say true or false.

Short Answer Questions (SA)

(1 x 3marks)

10 MARKS (2marks x 5)

. Answer in one sentence.
. Who said to whom
. Rearrange words to make sentences (based on text)

Long Answer Questions (LA)
. Any 2 textual questions.

6 MARKS
(3 marks x 2)

UNDERSTANDING 25 MARKS
Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)

8 MARKS

. MCQ’s based on unseen passage and poem.
Very Short Answer Questions (VSA)

8 MARKS

. Number the sentences in correct order.
. Name the following
. Answer the questions from the seen passage or poem
Short Answer Questions (SA)

9 MARKS

. Letter Writing.

(5 marks) OR

. Write story with the given outline.

(5 marks)

. Picture composition with helpbox/clues.

(4 marks) OR

. Look at the picture and complete the following sentences. (4 marks)

APPLICATION 20 MARKS

Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)

6 MARKS

. Eg. The opposite of “in” is ----. Choose the right word from the brackets Eg. (Can, Cannot)
. Circle the odd one
Very Short Answer Questions (VSA )

7 MARKS

. Punctuation
. Matching animals & their sounds, homes, community helpers

. Add ‘-ful’, ‘-ish’, ‘-ly’, and make words and fill in the blanks.
. Make two words from the single word given
. Write full forms of –
. Put sentences in correct order (Number them)

Short Answer Questions (SA)

7 MARKS

. Make 4 sentences using the words in the help box.
. Adjectives.
. Pick the rhyming words and pair them in the space below (Same can be done
with opposites).
. Complete the sentences (if only I were--------)
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